
Hello! This is a house in a small village. Look! A girl 
and a boy are making two snowmen!



This is a girl snowman and a boy snowman! Their 
names are Julia and Tom!



Julia is very beautiful! She has a red little smile, a 
nose, two eyes and… a green hair!



And Tom is pretty too! He also has two eyes, a tiny 
smile and even an orange nose!



Julia and Tom stand together at night and now Tom 
loves Julia!



In the morning the girl looks out of the window and 
frowns because… 



…Tom is gone!



Here he is! He is going on a journey!



Tom is looking at the hills and the sun.



“Wow… So beautiful!” he thinks.



Tom sees sheep and a big mountain!



He is walking is the dark forest…



In the forest the snowman meets a bird! 
“oh, what is it?” he thinks. 



Oh no! There is a river! It is very dangerous to cross it!



But Tom is a brave snowman!  



He is crossing the river!



Now Tom comes to the big mountain! “It is so high!” 
– the snowman thinks.



But Tom is not afraid! He is climbing on the 
mountain!



He is on the top of the montain…



…and he sees a big city!



The snowman is in the city! He is standing 
near the road.



“It’s so noisy… so many strange and fast things are 
running near me…” he thinks.



Look! These people are playing 
snowballs!



Tom is surprised! He is looking at them 
and thinking: “What an interesting game!”



And now he is looking at something on 
the street…



…and smiling! 



In the morning the girl looks in the window 
again and smiles because…



…Tom is back! He is tired, but he is so 
happy because…



…he brings a gift to Julia! She  opens it 
and sees…



…a pair of red gloves! And also…



…a red hat and a red scarf with white 
spots! Julia is happy now!



Tom and Julia are holding hands… they 
are so cute!



The End


